With the emergence of online social networks, academia and industry have explored ways to exploit the information in social networks to improve the quality of recommendations and to support new recommendation tasks. The underlying motivation is to capture the effects that govern the evolution of social networks, i.e. social influence, selection, correlational influence and transitivity, to enhance the typically very sparse rating matrix. Recommender systems exploiting a social network promise to outperform traditional recommenders in particular for cold-start (new) users who have not yet provided enough information about their preferences. After introducing the motivation and some of the practical applications, we discuss social networks and the main factors affecting their evolution. We then review state-ofthe-art methods for item recommendation in social networks, both memory-based approaches and model-based approaches, in particular matrix factorization. We discuss friend recommendation, an important recommendation task that is unique to the context of social networks. We conclude the tutorial with a discussion of future research directions such as privacypreserving recommendations and social recommendation in distributed/peer-to-peer networks.
TUTORIAL DESCRIPTION
With the emergence of online social networks, academia and industry have explored ways to exploit the information in social networks to improve the quality of recommendations and to support new recommendation tasks. The underlying motivation is to capture the effects that govern the evolution of social networks, i.e. social influence, selection, correlational influence and transitivity, to enhance the typically very sparse rating matrix. Recommender systems exploiting a social network promise to outperform traditional recommenders in particular for cold-start (new) users who have not yet provided enough information about their preferences. After introducing the motivation and some of the practical applications, we discuss social networks and the main factors affecting their evolution. We then review state-ofthe-art methods for item recommendation in social networks, both memory-based approaches and model-based approaches, in particular matrix factorization. We discuss friend recommendation, an important recommendation task that is unique to the context of social networks. We conclude the tutorial with a discussion of future research directions such as privacypreserving recommendations and social recommendation in distributed/peer-to-peer networks.
TUTORIAL OUTLINE
The outline of the tutorial is as follows: 
PREREQUISITES
This tutorial targets researchers who want to get up to speed in this emerging research area as well as practitioners who are interested in developing their own applications. The tutorial assumes familiarity with the common methods of recommender systems. Some background in data mining and social network analysis will be helpful, but is not required.
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